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We present our earlier formula 1 and show how the nonaymplectic operator for

theclassicalradiationcanbe importedin a generalizedYoshida’sformula.The
challengeis to ‘break”the forceintoexactlysolvableparts. Thenthe entire
machinery of Lie integratora takes over.

1 Application to Non-Symplectic Problems: Rz@ation

Yoshida’smethod is based on the existenceof a Lie operator of some sort and
a quadratictime-reversibleapproximationof the exact map. Thus Ruth’s 2 as
well as Yoshida’s3 integratorahave little to do with the qmplectic structure
per say. There are more connected to the Lie representation of operators and
clearlyapply to non-symplectic systems.

A usefulnon-symplectic application of Yoshida’s methods in accelerators
is in the domain of (classical) radiation in electron rings. If a computer code
computes the change in energy of an electron due to radiation at each time
steps,one willbe able to determinevarioususeful properties of the ring such as
the phaseat the cavitiesand the damping coefficients. Typically one computes
the new closed orbit with radiation and the matrix around it using something
liie a truncated power series algebra package (TPSA package i.e. “DA”, for
examplesee4’5). The eigenvaluesof this matrix will give us the damping time
of the ring under consideration.

One can ask why bother with symplectic formalisms when there exist in
the literaturehigh order integrationschemeswhich would work very well on a
non-Hamiltonianforce? The answerto this liesin the amallneasof the radiation
effectsin a ring. On a turn by turn basis a particle will rarely lose more than
one percent of its energy; typically it loses about one part in ten thousand.
It turns out that, if this effectis added on top of a symplecticscheme,it will
be easily detected even if the schemeitself is relatively inaccurate. If, on the
other hand, we use a nonaymplecticscheme, we would need a highly accurate
schemein order to resolve the nonsymplectic inaccuracies introduced by the
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integration of the Hamiltonian system from the acimd radiation. By adding
radiation on top of a symplectic scheme we can continue to use the Tahnan
philosophy of “exact” tracking through “inexact” re-j%!tedelements.

How does this work? Consider a beam element (magnet) representedby
a Hamitonian H and approximated in the tracking code by a tinwreversible
quadratic approbation ~(s). This is general enough to encompassRuth’s
integratorand the whole sequenceof Yoshida’s high order formulas. In passing
we point out the obvious if the element without radiation is exactly solved, it
is certainly a “quadratic approximation.~ For example in standardkickcodes,
bends and quadruples are often solved exactly within the fismework of large
machine Harniltonians(the solution being in terms of matrices for transverse
phase space and quadratic polynomials for the longitudinal variableL).

The effect of radiation can be added as a force fid(~,~ which we will
assumeto be s-independent within a particular magnet. Then it-is clear that
a new quadratic approximation of the Lie map can be written as follows:

Sp(s) = =P (p .q W)=P (:P .q . (1)

The operators are all assumedto be in canonical variables as reflectedby
the superscnp~ “c’” A &at order solution of the transfermap associatedwith
the operator Fc. V can be derived easly. We will proceed now with a sketch
of such the derivation (see6 or 7 for more details).

Following Sand# the &ange in the relativemomentum deviation 6 (we are
assuming an ultramlativistic electron) is given by

CM
-+.

z = K.(1 + C$)2~;r;:: ; Kc= 1.4078935710-5 l?;. (2)

The reference energy of the electron ~ is measured in Gev. The field l?l
is the component of the local.m~etic field perpendicuhr to the directionof
propagation. The quantity Bl . .BL can be easily computed fkom the value
of the field given along the unit vectors of a cylindrical ikune of reference.
Needless to say that these quantities should be available to a well-written
tracking code.

For an ultrarelatitistic particle phase space can be described by the set
(Z,pz, y,py, & 1 ) where the transverse momenta and the energy 6 are scaled
by the design momentum M. Since our variable of integration is a distances
along the magnet, we need to convert the derivativewith respect to l?into a
derivativewith respect tos. This is done usingthe underlying Hamiltonianof
the magnet under consideration:

a ddcz?——
Z=dl?ds
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During the radiation process, an ultrarelativisticptiicle will emit a photon
in the forward direction only. Thus, the usual directions ~ and ~ are left
unchanged while the transversemomenta act@.ly change. Therefore, to the
symplectic integrator of step size As, we must add the radiativeterms:

+.

# = J+KC(l+J) 2~;As

d= (P.-az)~+%

d
I+CV

= (z%-%)=+%.

(4)

(5)

(6)

The above set of equationsconstitutes a firstorder solutionof the transfermap
associated with the radiation process. Although it can be part of a multi-step
Yoshida integrator, terms proportional to it will not converge with the rate
pre&ted by the theory.

This situationcan be improved by usingthe non-canonicalvariables(~, ~)
instead of the canonical variables (p=,PU). In non-canonical variables,the ra-
diative operator has a simpleform because only the energy 6 is changedby the
process: . . .

(7)

Furthermorethe quantity~ which expressesthe changein path lengthcannot
depend on the energy when expressed in terms of the non-canonicalvariables
(~, %)- ThUSequation 1 C= be re-written as

= C exp (jfi-c . ~) C-l&. (s)C-l exp (;~”–c . ~) C, (8)

where C is a change of variables from (pZ,py) to (~, ~). The operator

(
exp As$n-c.

)
6 changesonly the vmiable 3 according to the relation:

(9)
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Because equation 9 is an exact solution of the radiativeoperator, equation 8,
if used in one of the high order integratorspreviously discussed, will behave
appropriatelyand preservethe expected rate of convergenceof the integrator.

Conclusion

We have shown how the nonsyrnplecticoperator for the classicalradiation can
be imported in a generalizedYoshidaformula. Probably the same can be done
with the stochastic term tiecting the moments.
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